Kate
Patrick
For Domestic Affairs Rep
A little bit about me…

For those of you who don’t already know me, I’m a second year PPE student. I’m (a little too) chatty, love a good pun,
and live in a permanent state of essay chaos.
Last year my oor and I created a family meals system where every Sunday one person would cook for everyone. This
allowed us all to bond and has made me realise just how important it is to prioritise good food and good company. I am
really excited to run for domestic a airs rep so that I can give a bit back to the lovely St Anne’s community, as well as
giving me a valid reason to procrastinate :))

The Plan of Action:
1. Make Oxmas the best ever yet. I would ensure this
year’s Oxmas is buzzing, with brilliant decorations and
activities to brighten the winter months.

Why vote for me?
• I LOVE Christmas and all the surrounding festivities

2. Tackle the nightmare room ballot system. I’m sure
you are all aware of how stressful and di cult the
current system is for organising college
accommodation. I would aim to make the process
more transparent, and make it easier to co-ordinate
living arrangements in advance.

•
•

3. Work with Environment Rep to create a

•

composting system. Throwing away spare fruit and

•

so I would greatly enjoy making the whole college
merry this Oxmas :))
I love making lists and I am very organised;
I am approachable and always up for a chat about
anything;
I am a massive food lover and fully appreciate how
important good food and a good environment to eat in
is;
I have prior experience organising and promoting
events.

veg is such a waste, especially when it could be used to
help nourish the beautiful St Anne’s gardens. I would
push to change this.
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Thank you for reading my manifesto!!:))

